Germline Missense Variants in the BTNL2 Gene Are Associated with Prostate Cancer Susceptibility
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Abstract

Background: Rare, inherited mutations account for 5%–10% of all prostate cancer (PCa) cases. However, to date, few causative mutations have been identified.

Methods: To identify rare mutations for PCa, we performed whole-exome sequencing (WES) in multiple kindreds (n = 91) from 19 hereditary prostate cancer (HPC) families characterized by aggressive or early onset phenotypes. Candidate variants (n = 130) identified through family- and bioinformatics-based filtering of WES data were then genotyped in an independent set of 270 HPC families (n = 819 PCa cases; n = 496 unaffected relatives) for replication. Two variants with supportive evidence were subsequently genotyped in a population-based case-control study (n = 1,155 incident PCa cases; n = 1,060 age-matched controls) for further confirmation. All participants were men of European ancestry.

Results: The strongest evidence was for two germline missense variants in the butyrophilin-like 2 (BTN2) gene (rs41441651, p.Asp336Asn and rs28362675, p.Gly454Cys) that segregated with affection status in two of the WES families. In the independent set of 270 HPC families, 1.5% (rs41441651; P = 0.0032) and 1.2% (rs28362675; P = 0.0070) of affected men, but no unaffected men, carried a variant. Both variants were associated with elevated PCa risk in the population-based study (rs41441651: OR = 2.7; 95% CI, 1.27–5.87; P = 0.010; rs28362675: OR = 2.5; 95% CI, 1.16–5.46; P = 0.019).

Conclusions: Results indicate that rare BTN2 variants play a role in susceptibility to both familial and sporadic prostate cancer.

Impact: Results implicate BTN2 as a novel PCa susceptibility gene.
Introduction

PCa is a complex and heterogeneous disease that has a strong genetic component to its etiology, with an estimated 42% of disease incidence attributed to heritable factors (1). Genome-wide association studies of PCa have identified over 70 common low-penetrance single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are confirmed to be associated with weak to modest alterations (average per allele ORs = 1.1–1.3) in disease risk (2, 3), and which taken together may explain up to 30% of the genetic risk for PCa. In addition, genome-wide linkage studies of HPC families have searched for genomic regions that harbor rare, moderate- to high-penetrance mutations. These linkage studies have discovered more than two dozen putative susceptibility loci (4-6); but only a few candidate genes underlying these loci have been proposed, and to date, even fewer rare, genetic mutations for PCa have been confirmed (7-11).

Recently, a targeted next-generation sequencing study of candidate genes across a linkage region on 17q21-22 identified a rare germline *HOXB13* mutation (G84E) in four HPC families of European descent (10). Subsequent studies confirmed that the mutation (rs138213197) was carried by 2.4% of affected members from 1,892 independent HPC families tested (11), and was present in about 1% of PCa cases ascertained from the general population (12-14).

In order to find novel germline mutations for PCa, we completed one of the first WES studies of 19 HPC families in which multiple affected men per family with an aggressive or early onset phenotype were selected for sequencing. Candidate variants were then genotyped in an independent set of 270 HPC families and a population-based, case-control study for further confirmation.
Materials and Methods

Study Populations

Participants selected for WES are members of 19 selected families chosen from a larger dataset of 289 HPC families of European ancestry (15). Each of the 19 families has five or more affected men with at least three diagnosed with a more aggressive phenotype and/or early onset prostate cancer based on the median age at diagnosis (i.e., 65 years) of cases from the 289 HPC families. From the 19 families two to six affected men (n = 80) and, where possible, one older, unaffected, PSA screened negative male relative (n = 11) were sequenced (Table 1). The majority of affected men sequenced were diagnosed with more aggressive disease features (i.e., Gleason score 8–10 or regional/distant stage: n = 43 men) or at earlier ages (≤ 65 years: n = 55; mean age = 62 years), or both (n = 23). To decrease the likelihood of identifying false-positives due to inheritance identical-by-descent (IBD), the majority of affected men selected are 2nd- or 3rd-degree relatives. The eleven unaffected male relatives are older (mean age = 82 years) and thus are presumed less likely to develop HPC due to even moderately penetrant mutations. All 91 men sequenced were previously genotyped with the Illumina Linkage IVb panel (15).

The remaining independent set of 270 HPC families (described in (15)) was used to determine the frequency and distribution of candidate variants (n = 130) discovered in the 19 families in a larger representative group of HPC families. A total of 869 affected men and 519 unaffected male relatives with DNA samples are included in the confirmation genotyping effort.

The population-based, case-control study was used to estimate risk of PCa associated with genetic variants (n = 2) with supportive evidence from analyses of HPC families. Participants are from two population-based studies of PCa conducted in
residents of King County, Washington (16, 17). For this genotyping effort, only men of European ancestry with DNA available are included ($n = 1,155$ incident cases; $n = 1,060$ age-matched controls).

This study was approved by the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center’s Institutional Review Board, and informed consent was obtained from all study participants. Genotyping of the case-control study samples was also approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Human Genome Research Institute.

**Whole-Exome Sequencing (WES) in 19 HPC Families**

A total of 10µg of genomic DNA per subject was sent to the Center for Inherited Disease Research (CIDR) for sequencing. For quality control and inheritance checks, all samples were first run on the OmniExpress Array (Illumina, Inc.). Once initial quality control checks were completed, 3µg of DNA per subject was sheared, underwent library construction and was hybridized to the SureSelect Human All Exon 50Mb Array (Agilent). The captured library was PCR amplified, indexed and loaded on the HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, Inc.) for 75 bp paired-end sequencing.

**WES Data Quality Control and Analyses**

Sequencing reads were de-multiplexed at CIDR and fastq files were created for each sample. The Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) (18) was used to align reads to the hg19 reference genome, and GATK (19) was used for local realignment. Molecular duplicates were marked using Picard, and SAMtools (20) was used to sort, index and generate pileup files for variant calling. Sequencing coverage statistics, bases on target, transition/transversion ratios (Ti/Tv), variant/reference base ratios for heterozygous single nucleotide variants (SNVs), and concordance between the OmniExpress and sequencing data were calculated. Variant files containing SNVs and insertions or deletions (indels) were annotated using SeattleSeq and ANNOVAR,
respectively, after filtering using the SAMtools.pl varFilter (all defaults except for minimum coverage of 8-fold and D=20,000) (21, 22).

SNVs were filtered on a family-level basis using four different methods, some allowing for incomplete penetrance and phenocopies. In all instances, the minor allele frequency (MAF) of SNVs was determined using a subset of exomes sequenced as part of the NHLBI/NIH Exome Sequencing Project (ESP). The four filtering approaches were as follows: 1) MAF <0.02, present in all affecteds, not present in the unaffected male relative if available, and not present in any other unaffected males; 2) MAF <0.02, present in all but one of the affecteds, not present in the unaffected male relative if available, and not present in any other unaffected males; 3) MAF <0.01, present in all affecteds, present in the unaffected male relative if available, and not present in any other unaffected males; and, 4) MAF <0.01, present in all but one of the affecteds, present in the unaffected male relative if available, and not present in any other unaffected males. Filtering methods 2 and 4 allowed for phenocopies, and methods 3 and 4 allowed for incomplete penetrance. These filters highlighted 1,459 SNVs (Supplementary Figure 1) that were further prioritized according to the following information: type (nonsense < splice site < missense); prediction scores based on the evolutionary conservation of the reference base and the impact the variant would have on the resulting amino acid change using GERP (≥ 5) (23), PolyPhen (probably damaging) (24), SIFT (0.00–0.10) (25), Grantham (≥ 151) (26), PhyloP (≥ 3) (23), likelihood ratio test (damaging) (27), and BLOSUM62 (−4 to −2) (28); gene information contained in the UCSC Genome Browser (29) and PubMed; and, presence within a previously identified linkage region (i.e., a dominant or recessive LOD ≥ 1.86) from an earlier genome-wide linkage scan (15).
Indels were also filtered on a family-level basis, but different methods were used to prioritize candidates. The four filters applied to the data allowed for none, one, two, or three phenocopies, respectively. Indels were removed if they were observed in any of the unaffected men. The 2,510 filtered indels (Supplementary Figure 1) were then prioritized according to the following information: type (frameshift < UTR < non-frameshift); location (exonic < intronic); number of families in which the indel was observed, with greater weight placed on those that were seen in fewer families; gene information contained in the UCSC Genome Browser and PubMed; and, presence within a previously identified linkage region (i.e., a dominant or recessive LOD $\geq 1.86$) from an earlier genome-wide linkage scan (15).

Genotyping of Candidate Variants in HPC Families

The molecular inversion probe (MIP) assay (30) was used to genotype candidate variants identified from the WES analyses. The protocol used was similar to that of O’Roak et al. (31). Briefly, 70 bp oligonucleotide inversion probes (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) were designed against 196 candidate SNVs and indels (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). These oligonucleotides were 5’ phosphorylated and added to ~200 ng of germline DNA at a ratio of 200:1 MIPs to template. The probe/DNA mixture was incubated with ligase, polymerase and nucleotides for 48 hours, resulting in targeted regions being “captured” within single-stranded circular DNA. After exonuclease removal of non-circularized DNA, captured products were amplified using PCR with barcoded primers containing adaptor sequences. The amplified products were pooled and sequenced on the HiSeq Illumina platform. Sequencing data were aligned to the human hg19 reference genome using BWA (18), and variant calls were made using SAMtools (20). A position was considered to
possess a variant if it was covered to a minimum 8x depth and had at least 20% of reads supporting the variant allele.

Genotyping Data Quality Control

To identify variants with a high probability of being artifacts, a comparison of the MIP and WES data was undertaken in members of the 19 sequencing families with both types of data. A second method of identifying probable artifacts looked for significant differences in variant allele frequencies in the 5,379 ESP exomes from individuals of European ancestry ($P < 0.05$ based on a binomial distribution). From the total of 196 candidate SNVs ($n = 174$) and indels ($n = 22$) selected for follow-up genotyping, 66 were excluded for the following reasons: MIP design failure ($n = 6$); low call rate within genotyped subjects (> 15% missing, $n = 55$); and, probable artifacts discovered through a comparison of MIP and WES data (< 95% concordance, $n = 5$).

Genotyping Data Analyses in HPC Families

The PedGenie program (32) was used to assess the association of 130 candidate variants with affection status in the 270 independent HPC families. This program can handle pedigrees of arbitrary size and structure and provides valid statistical inference by gene dropping to generate the null distribution. Each SNV or indel was coded as a binary variable with 0 and 1 indicating the absence/presence of the candidate variant, respectively. Statistical significance was determined by the Monte Carlo approach to account for potential correlation of genotypes within a family and rarity of the SNVs and indels. A total of 100,000 simulated datasets were generated to form the null distribution. A one-sided $P$-value was calculated by dividing the $\chi^2 P$-value by two for candidate variants that were observed more frequently in men with, compared to without, PCa, and one minus the $\chi^2 P$-value divided by two for candidate variants that
were observed less frequently in affected men than in unaffected men. A $P$-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant in testing for confirmation of candidate variants.

**Genotyping of BTNL2 Candidate Variants in Case-Control Samples**

A custom designed TaqMan SNP genotyping assay (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) was used to genotype the two BTNL2 candidate variants (rs41441651 and rs28362675) on the ABIPrism 7900HT sequence detection system according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Genotyping Data Analysis in the Case-Control Study**

Unconditional logistic regression was used to estimate the odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) as a measure of association between the two BTNL2 candidate variants and PCa (33), as implemented in STATA version 11.0 (Stata Corp). Potential confounding factors, including age at reference date, PCa screening history, and first-degree family history of PCa, were examined to see if such factors changed the risk estimates by 10% or more. After these analyses, only age at reference date was included in the final models. Regression models were also used to generate ORs and 95% CIs for the association between SNV genotypes in men stratified by family history (yes vs. no). A product term between SNV genotypes and family history was included in logistic regression models, and a log-likelihood ratio test was used to compare logistic models with and without the product term to test whether the effects of SNV genotypes differ by family history.
Results

WES data were available for 91 men from 19 HPC families (Table 1). In the 89 individuals for whom WES data passed quality control, an average of 70x (range: 20x to 132x) coverage of the target was achieved (Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon 50 Mb, Illumina HiSeq 2 x 75 bp) with ~88% of target bases having at least 8x coverage (Supplementary Table 3). Concordance between genotyping data from the OmniExpress array and WES data was 99.9%. Family- and bioinformatics-based filtering of the WES data prioritized 174 SNVs and 22 indels (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) as candidate variants for follow-up genotyping in 270 independent HPC families. After quality control (see Materials and Methods), data for 130 of these candidates remained for analysis.

For the 130 candidate variants, the average concordance between 15 blind duplicates was 99.5% (non-reference concordance was 82.5%), and 99.9% (non-reference concordance was 99.3%) for individuals who had both WES and MIP data available. A total of 1,388 men from the 270 HPC confirmation families were genotyped; 73 individuals who were missing > 15% of the 130 MIP genotypes were excluded, leaving 819 affected and 496 unaffected men in the analysis.

Family-based association analysis of the 270 independent HPC families provided evidence (i.e., higher MAF in affected vs. unaffected men, Monte-Carlo based one-tailed $P < 0.05$) for two rare variants in *BTNL2* (Table 2). These missense variants, rs41441651 (D336N) and rs28362675 (G454C), are not present in HapMap and therefore a formal test for linkage disequilibrium (LD) was not possible, however they are located within a single haplotype block of eight Kb. This and the fact that all but two of the 22 affected carriers with data were concordant for both variants (two men had poor coverage for rs28362675 and thus have unknown carrier status) suggest
that these variants are in strong LD. The smallest $P$-value observed was for rs41441651 ($P = 0.0032$).

The rs41441651 variant segregated with affection status in two of the 19 WES families (Figure 1) and was present in 10 of 12 genotyped affected men. (Sanger sequencing was used to confirm the carrier status of the female in Family 11). The affected carriers had an average age at diagnosis of 62.6 years, and 60% had regional stage PCa at diagnosis. Gleason scores ranged from 5–9 (average 6.5). Of the unaffected genotyped men in these two families, none carried either candidate variant.

In the 270 independent HPC families evaluated, 3.3% and 2.9% had one or more affected members who carried the rs41441651 or rs28362675 variant, respectively. In total 12 (1.47%) of 819 genotyped affected men, but none of the 496 genotyped unaffected men carried the rs41441651 candidate variant. However, in these families, which contained fewer affected men and were of smaller size than the 19 families selected for WES, there was not clear evidence of co-segregation with disease state.

The two $BTNL2$ candidate variants genotyped in the case-control dataset had distributions among controls that were consistent with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium ($P > 0.05$). For rs41441651, 26 (2.3%) cases and 9 (0.9%) controls carried the missense variant; for rs28362675, 24 (2.1%) cases and 9 (0.9%) controls were carriers (Table 3). Both candidate variants were associated with statistically significant increases in the risk of PCa (rs41441651: OR = 2.7; 95% CI, 1.27–5.87; $P = 0.010$; rs28362675: OR = 2.5; 95% CI, 1.16–5.46; $P = 0.019$). These risk estimates did not differ by family history of PCa, but this subgroup analysis had limited power. The mean age at PCa diagnosis was 59.0 years for carriers of one or both variants and was 59.8 years for non-carriers ($P = 0.6$).
Discussion

WES of 91 men in 19 HPC families, followed by replication \( n = 130 \) candidate variants in an independent set of 270 HPC families and further testing of candidate variants with replication support \( n = 2 \) in a population-based case-control study, provides compelling evidence that rare germline variants in *butyrophilin-like 2* (BTNL2) are associated with genetic susceptibility to PCa. These rare missense variants, rs41441651 (exon 5; D336N) and rs28362675 (exon 6; G454C), occur in the same haplotype block on chromosome 6p21.32, and were observed to be in strong LD among controls in the case-control dataset \( r^2 = 0.99 \). This is the first WES study focused on aggressive or early onset PCa phenotypes and the first to implicate rare germline BTNL2 variants as predisposing to familial and sporadic PCa.

There is some prior suggestive evidence for a role of BTNL2 in PCa. A recent exome sequencing study of prostate tumor tissue from 50 patients with lethal PCa identified one patient who had a somatic BTNL2 mutation (c.709+9T>G) (34). Also, Acevedo et al. (35) found that BTNL2 protein was significantly over-expressed in advanced PCa tumor tissue relative to normal prostate tissue in a mouse model of the disease. (34). In comparing the protein-encoding transcriptomes of 79 different normal human tissues, Su and colleagues (36) found that BTNL2 mRNA expression in the prostate was above the median expression level observed in other tissues.

Butyrophilin-like (BTNL) molecules are thought to play a role in immune regulation and have been functionally implicated in T cell inhibition and modulation of epithelial cell-T cell interactions (37). *In vitro* mouse studies indicate that the BTNL2 protein is a negative regulator of T cell proliferation and cytokine production (38, 39).
Genetic polymorphisms in *BTNL2* have been associated with several immunological diseases. Studies have reported significant associations between *BTNL2* SNPs and the inflammatory autoimmune diseases sarcoidosis (40, 41) and rheumatoid arthritis (42), as well as inflammatory bowel disease and ulcerative colitis (43, 44). None of the affected carriers of *BTNL2* variants in our study population reported a history of these inflammatory conditions. In addition, no participants reported a family history of sarcoidosis or any other autoimmune diseases among close family members. Interestingly, one of the SNPs previously associated with ulcerative colitis, rs9268480 (43), is located only 44 bp from the *BTNL2* rs41441651, and is within the same haplotype block. Given the biological activity of *BTNL2*, our results provide further support for the role of the inflammation pathway in the development of PCa (45, 46).

Four of seven functional and conservation prediction scores suggest that rs28362675 is damaging, although current evidence is equivocal for rs41441651; both variants change the encoded amino acid. The rs41441651 appears to be present within a cluster of CpG dinucleotides that are either heavily methylated or unmethylated according to the cell line assayed (47). This SNV may therefore disrupt methylation at this site. It is possible, however, that the *BTNL2* variants we describe here are not causative, rather they are in LD with a yet undiscovered functional variant. This is a formal consideration as the haplotype block in which they are located extends into the 3’ regulatory region of the gene, which had limited sequencing coverage.

Among the potential HPC variants highlighted by this study, the *BTNL2* variants were notable in that they were observed only in affected men in both the WES families and the 270 HPC family replication dataset. The variants segregated
with disease in two of the WES families, and although this was not the case in the 270 HPC family replication dataset, about 3% of the latter families had affected carriers of one or both variants. These variants were also observed in 2.3% (rs41441651) and 2.1% (rs28362675) of sporadic PCa cases and 0.9% of the population-based controls. These observations are similar to those seen for the \textit{HOXB13} mutation, rs138213197 (10); two unaffected males were observed to carry the \textit{HOXB13} mutation in the four HPC discovery families and a carrier frequency of 0.1% was observed in 1,401 controls. Further, studies of both familial and case-control datasets have indicated that while rs138213197 is significantly associated with PCa risk, it rarely segregates perfectly with disease in HPC families and it is seen at a low frequency in controls (11-14, 48).

Allele frequency data for the two \textit{BTNL2} variants are available from several recent sequencing efforts. In the large NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project (49) consisting of mixed race U.S.-based studies, the MAF for both variants is reported as 0.5% (chromosomes = 4542–4550). In the ClinSeq Project (50) consisting of individuals of European ancestry, the minor allele frequency (MAF) for both variants is 1.5% (chromosomes = 1310–1323). Finally, in a pilot 1000 Genomes Project (51) population of Chinese and Japanese, the MAF for both variants is 15% (chromosomes = 120). From previous analyses of linkage data, we confirmed that the 289 HPC families in this study are of European and not Asian or African descent. Therefore, the ClinSeq population is most representative of our HPC and case-control study populations, and the average MAF of the case (2.2%) and control (0.9%) samples from our population-based dataset is similar to that of the ClinSeq study. PCa is a prevalent disease and the PCa status of the ClinSeq male population is not publicly available, so it is possible that the MAF in the ClinSeq data is inflated due to the
inclusion of affected men. Regardless, the MAF in our cases is higher than that in the population controls and the ClinSeq population.

There were a number of SNVs and indels highlighted in the 19 WES HPC families that were only observed once or not at all in the 270 replication HPC families. Due to the rarity of these potential variants, additional follow-up in a larger set of HPC families will be needed to confirm these associations and determine the proportion of HPC that may be attributable to these other rare variants. In addition, the 66 candidate SNVs and indels that were unable to be evaluated in the 270 independent HPC families require further study.

Identifying HPC mutations has been challenging due to the genetic heterogeneity of the disease and the phenotypic complexity of PCa. This study is the first to demonstrate the value of WES in large multiplex HPC families characterized by aggressive or early onset PCa, with replication in an independent HPC family dataset and a population-based case-control dataset. We identified two rare \textit{BTNL2} variants that segregate with disease in two HPC families with sequencing data and that are carried only by affected men, but no unaffected men, in eight (rs28362675) and nine (rs41441651) of the additional 270 HPC families tested. We also found that these two variants are associated with statistically significant 2.5- to 2.7-fold elevations in the relative risk of PCa in the general population, with slightly over 2% of incident sporadic PCa cases carrying at least one of these variants. Larger studies of densely affected HPC families (\geq 5 affected men) and case-control datasets are now needed to establish the significance of these novel \textit{BTNL2} missense variants in further defining PCa genetic susceptibility.
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Table 1. Characteristics of 19 hereditary prostate cancer (PCa) families with whole-exome sequencing (WES) data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family ID</th>
<th>No. PCa cases</th>
<th>Mean age at PCa diagnosis</th>
<th>No. WES cases with aggressive PCa&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>No. WES cases with early-onset PCa&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>No. WES cases per family</th>
<th>No. WES unaffected men per family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>A total of 23 cases had both aggressive and early-onset PCa.

<sup>b</sup>WES failed or was of low quality for one of the affected men in these families.
Table 2. Results for single nucleotide variants\textsuperscript{a} identified by whole-exome sequencing and genotyped in 270 independent HPC families of European ancestry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Genomic Position (hg19)</th>
<th>Variant and rs ID</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>MAF in ESP</th>
<th>MAF in ClinSeq</th>
<th>No. of WES families with carriers (Aff/Unaff)b</th>
<th>No. (%) of 270 families with affected carriers</th>
<th>MAF in 819 genotyped affected men\textsuperscript{c}</th>
<th>MAF in 496 genotyped unaffected men\textsuperscript{c}</th>
<th>P-value\textsuperscript{d}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTNL2</td>
<td>Chr6: 32,363,888</td>
<td>C&gt;T rs41441651</td>
<td>Missense: p.Asp336Asn</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>2 (10/0)</td>
<td>9 (3.33)</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTNL2</td>
<td>Chr6: 32,362,521</td>
<td>C&gt;A rs28362675</td>
<td>Missense: p.Gly454Cys</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>2 (10/0)</td>
<td>8 (2.96)</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Top ranked (P < 0.05) single nucleotide variants identified by whole-exome sequencing (WES) of 19 HPC families.

\textsuperscript{b}Aff = number of affected carriers / Unaff = number of unaffected carriers.

\textsuperscript{c}The number of affected carriers for rs41441651 and rs28362675 is 12 and 10, respectively, in the 270 independent HPC families.

\textsuperscript{d}Monte-Carlo based one-sided P-value from the PedGenie chi-square test for association based on the 270 independent HPC families.
Table 3. Odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for prostate cancer associated with single nucleotide variants in *BTNL2* in European Americans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Cases (n = 1,155)</th>
<th>Controls (n = 1,060)</th>
<th>OR*</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs41441651</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>1,129</td>
<td>(97.8)</td>
<td>1,051</td>
<td>(99.2)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT or TT</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>( 2.3)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>( 0.9)</td>
<td>2.73 (1.27–5.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs28362675</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>1,131</td>
<td>(97.9)</td>
<td>1,051</td>
<td>(99.2)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA or AA</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>( 2.1)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>( 0.9)</td>
<td>2.52 (1.16–5.46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adjusted for age.

One case is homozygous variant for both SNVs; 22 cases and 9 controls are heterozygous for both SNVs.
Figure Legend

Figure 1. HPC pedigrees of two families with segregating BTNL2 variants.

Participants selected for whole-exome sequencing in 19 HPC families are indicated by arrows. Affected men indicated by black shading. The remaining symbols are described in the key. Squares indicate males, and circles indicate females. The age at diagnosis of men with prostate cancer is shown under the squares. A slash through the symbol indicates that the individual is deceased. The carrier status of the female in Family 11 was confirmed by Sanger sequencing.
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